


Live events are returning this year...but decreasing from 
2019 levels going forward.

More than 65% of organizations said they will be 
returning to live events by Fall 2021. 

More than 42% said the number of live events will 
decrease from 2019 levels looking forward



The Hybrid Event Model is Here to Stay

More than 85% of organizations 
surveyed said they will continue to 
offer a virtual participation option in 
the future. 

No one said they would NOT 
continue a virtual offering.



30% of organizations identified a silver lining to the 
challenges of the past year

● 33% found it “expanded reach 
and potential for new 
participants.”

● 25% found that this past year 
gave them “an opening to try 
new ideas and formats.”



What was your 
biggest challenge 
last year running 
virtual P2P events? 



● The main difference in the constituent 
community is less constituents 
overall, but those that remain are 
more passionate and raise more 
money

● 81% of organizations expressed that 
they were “somewhat concerned” or 
“very concerned” about a possible
decrease in the lifetime value of 
participants (due to loss of activity 
and engagement) through only 
engaging in virtual events

● Connectedness of community has 
diminished without live events 

Lifetime Value Implications



Talent & Resourcing Strategy post-Covid



How will 
we get it 
all done?

● 48% said their number one challenge in the past year 
was reduced staff and resources

● 52% said they felt they had the necessary in-house  
resources to produce their events, 32% were unsure.

● 33% said they were unlikely to hire back internal staff 
when they return to live events

● 36% were unlikely to hire external partners to staff 
and produce events, only 29% said they were highly 
likely to hire external partners. 



Thank You
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